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I visited Villawood on Sunday — alongside a 
EFMFHBUJPO�PG�VOJPO�MFBEFST�BOE�(SFFOT�4FOBUPS�
elect Lee Rhiannon — and met several asylum 
TFFLFST� TVCTFRVFOUMZ� JOWPMWFE� JO� UIF� QSPUFTU�
that ended peacefully last night with the arrival 
of UNHCR o!cials. We spent hours conversing 
XJUI�NFO�JO�UIFJS���T�BOE�VQ�GSPN�*SBR�1BLJTUBO�
"GHIBOJTUBO�BOE�4SJ�-BOLB�

They all said they couldn’t understand why 
the Immigration Department had told them 
personally that it was now safe enough for them 
to return home as any objective examination at 
UIF� SBUF� PG� WJPMFODF� JO� UIFTF�XBS� [POFT�XPVME�
indicate the exact opposite. For example, in 
"GHIBOJTUBO� LJMMJOHT� IBWF� POMZ� FTDBMBUFE� UIJT�
year despite a “surge” of American troops.

The contradictions and obfuscation of the 
Labor and Liberal policies towards refugees is 
POF�SFBTPO�UIF�(SFFOT�DBQJUBMJTFE�BU�UIF�SFDFOU�
election and are now urging a thorough review 
of the entire detention process. The mental 
deterioration of detainees is a major issue 
needing examination, a point powerfully made 
MBTU� XFFL� CZ� TPNF� PG� UIF� DPVOUSZ�T� MFBEJOH�
doctors.

But what remains mostly ignored is the company 
that runs all of Australia’s detention centres, 
the British multinational Serco. In the past 
days, its name is mentioned in passing at best, 
save for statements such as this that featured 
in The Australian online on September 20: 
“Detention services provider Serco will provide a 
report to the police and the department on the 
circumstances surrounding the [Fijian] man’s 
death.”

But that’s it. Even when the Murdoch broadsheet 
sends reporter Paige Taylor to visit the remote 
Curtin detention centre in Western Australia, 
there is no mention of Serco; what it does, how it 
operates, how much more money the company 
receives now that the facility is being expanded 
or whether such places should be privatised in 
the "rst place. Today’s editorial in The Australian 
questions the adequacy of mental health 
services in detention  but doesn’t name the 
company running the show.

The mainstream media barely reported the 
Labor government signing a contract with 
Serco in 2009 and today many details of the 
agreement remain “commercial-in-con"dence”.

&BSMJFS�UIJT�XFFL�XIFO�B�EFUBJOFF�FTDBQFE�UIF�
Darwin detention centre, the ABC news report 
simply stated: “Serco, the company responsible 
for security at the centre, is preparing a report 
on the escape.” No follow-up and no further 
questions. I am well aware of the di!culty 
in obtaining accurate and timely information 
from the corporation but this is no excuse to 
place entire blame for the current dysfunctional 
culture on the Immigration Department.

Today saw yet another roof protest at Serco’s 
Villawood detention centre and a very brief 
but welcome mention in the Australian about 
the company’s role in the detention centre in 
$BQF�:PSL��)PXFWFS�XIFO�JU�DBNF�UP�QSPWJEJOH�
comment from Serco the article noted:

“Serco, the British-based private security 
contractor in charge of the centre, already holds 
the contract for security at every Australian 
immigration detention facility. It has refused to 
be interviewed.”
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$SJLFZ� TQPLF� UP� *NNJHSBUJPO� %FQBSUNFOU�
TQPLFTNBO� 4BOEJ� -PHBO� GPS� DPNNFOU� BCPVU�
the actions of Serco in Australia. He said 
DPOUSBDUVBMMZ� 4FSDP� XPVME� POMZ� TQFBL� QVCMJDMZ�
over a “fairly substantial issue” — he mentioned 
the recent News Ltd story over Serco bringing 
in front-line sta$ from overseas — but his 
EFQBSUNFOU�HBWF�UIF�CVML�PG�DPNNFOUT�PWFS�UIF�
"rm’s actions.

I questioned why Serco is given political and 
media cover plus the fact that transparent 
access to the company’s facilities is severely 
restricted. Logan didn’t deny my analysis but 
simply repeated the contractual obligation 
between Serco and the Australian government.

The Australian government has spent hundreds 
of millions of dollars to outsource these essential 
UBTLT�� "� MFBEJOH� SFGVHFF� MBXZFS� SFDFOUMZ� UPME�
me that Canberra would be incapable of 
now managing detention centres as years 
of privatisation had resulted in a massive 
deterioration of ability within the public service. 
Besides, he lamented, the government had no 
desire to run these places again. Note how rarely 
Immigration ministers or their opposite number 
even mention Serco.

The British press are far more persistent when 
it comes to Serco. There are still hundreds 
of children in detention in the country and 
Serco runs one of the most notorious centres, 

Yarl’s Wood. Collusion between the British 
government and Serco is rampant with cover-
VQT� PG� BCVTF� IVOHFS� TUSJLFT�NFOUBM� QSPCMFNT�
and violence.

*�BTLFE�UIF�EFUBJOFFT�BU�7JMMBXPPE�XIFUIFS�4FSDP�
sta$ treated them with respect. Some said they 
did, while others claimed Serco employees often 
showed disdain for their culture. Aggression was 
occasionally reported. E$ective mental health 
services, despite Immigration Department 
TQPLFTNBO� 4BOEJ� -PHBO� TBZJOH� UIFZ� BSF� öSTU�
DMBTT� BSF� TBEMZ� MBDLJOH� CFDBVTF� NBOEBUPSZ�
detention exacerbates trauma. I heard weeping 
"GHIBO�)B[BSBT�MJUFSBMMZ�CFHHJOH�NF�UP�OPU�BMMPX�
"VTUSBMJB�UP�TFOE�UIFN�CBDL�UP�DFSUBJO�EFBUI�BU�
the hands of the Taliban.

There is a degree of unreality at Villawood 
where the visiting centre for detainees is now 
EFDLFE�PVU�XJUI�øBU�TDSFFO�57T�ZFMMPX�DPVDIFT�
Aboriginal dot paintings and photos of trains 
racing through the desert.

Serco — “bringing service to life” — is the 
convenient "rm that’s always there to manage 
“clients” — but providing comfortable seats 
TJNQMZ�NBTLT� UIF�NFOUBM� UPSUVSF�PG�XBJUJOH� GPS�
months or years for government decisions.

��'JSTU�QVCMJTIFE�JO�$SJDLFZ�DPN�BV


